Abstract. The principal properties of geodesic normal coordinates are the vanishing of the connection components and first derivatives of the metric components at some point. It is well-known that these hold only at points where the connection has vanishing torsion and nonmetricity. However, it is shown that normal frames, possessing the essential features of normal coordinates, can still be constructed when the connection is non-Riemannian.
Almost the defining property of general relativity is its coordinate and frame independence, a feature which becomes obvious when tensor notation is used. Nevertheless, it is frequently convenient to single out certain coordinate and frame choices in order to simplify particular calculations or arguments, or to make approximations to compare with experiment. In many places, for example in comparisons with special relativity or arguments motivated by the equivalence principle, an inertial frame of reference is desirable.
Unfortunately, curved space-time does not admit inertial frames of reference in general, so geodesic normal coordinates are commonly used to provide an instantaneous inertial frame at a single space-time point. In these coordinates, the metric components are stationary and the connection components vanish at the chosen point. As is common knowledge, these features are lost when the connection is nonRiemannian. For example, it is clear from the definition of the torsion operator τ on vector fields X, Y ,
that if X and Y are coordinate vectors for which the connection components vanish at some point, then the torsion must vanish at the point too. Likewise, the non-metricity
reduces to first derivatives of the metric components in coordinates where the connection components vanish.
It is, of course, still possible to construct normal coordinates using the exponential map based on autoparallels of a non-Riemannian connection. However, for nonvanishing torsion, the connection components will not vanish, and in the presence of non-metricity, the metric components will not be stationary.
The purpose of this note is to point out that, notwithstanding the failure of normal coordinates, it is still possible to define a normal frame at a point for a non-Riemannian connection. Such a possibility has been mentioned before within the context of the equivalence principle for theories with torsion (von der Heyde 1975 , Hehl et al 1976 , but without a full proof. Related concepts for gauge theories (using Riemann normal coordinates) have also been employed in heat-kernel studies on Riemann-Cartan spacetime (Obukhov 1983, Cognola and Zerbini 1988) .
Let M be a differentiable manifold, and ∇ an arbitrary connection on M . Take an arbitrary point p ∈ M , and let {X i } p be a basis for T p M .
Proposition. {X i } p can be extended to a frame {X i } on some neighbourhood U ⊂ M of p in such a way that ∇X i = 0 at p for each i.
Proof. For each i, there exists an autoparallel C i in a simply connected neighbourhood U i of p which passes through p with tangent vector X i at p. For each i, define a set of vector fields {X j } along C i by parallel transporting {X j } p . By suitably restricting the intersection U of the U i , the autoparallels will not meet, and the vector fields can be extended arbitrarily to form a frame on U . Since, by construction, ∇ X i X j = 0 at p for all i, j, it follows that ∇X i = 0 at p.
This result makes no mention of any metric on M , it is simply a property of connections. Now let g be a metric on M . A frame {X i } is said to be normal (Sachs and Wu 1977) at p if {X i } p is orthonormal and ∇X i = 0 at p. Starting with an orthonormal basis at any point p in M , it is always possible to extend it using the above method to a local normal frame with respect to any connection. If the connection and metric are compatible (∇g = 0), the normal frame can be made orthonormal away from p as well.
This result can be expressed using the connection components defined by ∇ X i X j = Γ k ij X k . Furthermore, it is obvious that there always exist coordinates {x i } covering p such that ∂ x i = X i at p. The component formulation is then Proposition. Let M be a manifold with an arbitrary connection. For any point p ∈ M , there exist coordinates {x i } and a frame {X i } in a neighbourhood of p such that, at p,
where Γ k ij are the connection components referred to the frame {X i }. Note that the connection components referred to the frame {∂ x i } need not vanish (even at p). They will necessarily be non-zero if the torsion is non-vanishing at p.
The essential properties of normal coordinates are the vanishing of the connection components and first derivatives of the metric components. Both of these are properties in the tangent spaces, not on the manifold itself. So a normal frame suffices for most discussions where normal coordinates are used. Since normal frames may be defined for non-Riemannian connections also, these same discussions can be adapted to cover non-Riemannian gravity as well.
This will be most successful in Riemann-Cartan space-time, where torsion is present but the connection is metric compatible. Here, the normal frame may also be made orthonormal. This is desirable if, for instance, the discussion involves spinors.
It is interesting to note that, as follows easily from (1), the existence of an anholonomic normal frame implies the presence of torsion. Likewise, from (2), a normal frame for which the metric components are not stationary requires nonmetricity. Turned around, this means that the only normal frames for a Riemannian connection are those generated by normal coordinates.
In this note, the existence of normal frames for space-times with non-Riemannian connections has been proven by construction. These frames have been argued to retain the salient features of normal coordinates in general relativity, and thus allow similar simplifications and approximations to be made in non-Riemannian gravity.
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